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Abstract
In the domain of energetic nanomaterials, more specifically nano-sized explosives and
oxidizers, many small scale production methods have been explored up to now. So far
only limited attempts have been made to scale up the production to tens or maximally a
few hunderds of grams. This paper provides a review of these small scale production
methods as well as characterization techniques for nanometric explosives and oxidizers.
As a result of the limited scale-up, the application of energetic nanomaterials in typical
propellant and explosive formulations is currently very limited. This might be caused by
the fact that a clear and commonly shared view on which energetic nanomaterials and
production processes it would be economically beneficial and feasible to invest in is
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lacking at the moment. Furthermore, a considerable number of technical challenges can
be expected regarding the processing of energetic nanomaterials on a composition level.
To manage these challenges, this review proposes several technical solutions which may
contribute to a better understanding of the benefits, risks and costs involved in the use
and scale-up of energetic nanomaterials and, if considered economically feasible, a more
widespread application of these nanomaterials in the defense and space domains.

1. Introduction
Energetic materials store chemical energy within their molecular structure, which can be
released in a very short time upon initiation by mechanical, thermal or chemical stimuli.
An ideal energetic material combines high performance and high thermal stability on the
one hand and a low sensitivity on the other. Energetic materials are widely applied in
explosives, pyrotechnics and gun/rocket propellants. Apart from the energetic material
itself, also other ingredients are required to manufacture an energetic formulation for
practical applications. These ingredients are e.g. a polymeric binder (which can be a wax
or paraffin), curing agents, plasticizers, curing catalysts, stabilizers, burning rate
modifiers and a fuel. To be able to tune the performance, mechanical, thermal and
ballistic properties of energetic formulations, the solid load and the choice of the
polymeric binder system (comprising polymer, curing system and plasticizer) play an
important role. By using bi- or trimodal size distributions of the energetic material and
varying their ratio, the solid load can be optimized.

After the increase in the interest in nanomaterials and their gradual introduction in e.g.
pharmaceutical [1], cosmetic [2] and catalytic products [3], nanomaterials also gained
5

more and more interest as an ingredient in energetic formulations [4]. The potential
benefit of the use of nanomaterials was mainly related to the difference in
physicochemical properties compared to conventionally sized particles as a result of the
very high specific surface area. Specifically for energetic formulations, the (partial)
replacement of conventionally sized particles with nanoparticles would be interesting for
burning rate modifiers, catalysts, (metal) fuels and of course the energetic material itself.
The use of nanoparticles allows to combine fuel and oxidizer particles at the nanometric
scale where the rate of energy release is primarily controlled by chemical kinetics rather
than by mass transport. For energetic materials applied as an explosive, it has been
demonstrated that the shock initiation sensitivity is directly related to the quality of the
explosive particles: the higher the averaged density of the particles, the lower the number
of defects like inclusions and voids and the higher the shock initiation pressure [5]. The
size of an inclusion is typically a few micron and larger. The prospect that the number of
defects in nanoparticles can be reduced considerably compared to conventionally sized
energetic materials, has been an important driver for the research and development on
energetic nanomaterials since this is expected to lead to less sensitive energetic materials
[6-12].

Many papers and reviews have dealt with the production, development, characterization
and application of nano-sized metals and metal oxides for use in pyrotechnics (e.g.
thermites) or nanometals like nano-Al as a fuel in explosives and solid composite rocket
propellants [4, 13-15]. The review by Pessina and Spitzer [16] mainly focused on the
crystallization of nano-RDX. In this review the scope will be broader, including
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developments and challenges in the manufacturing, characterization and application of
nanoparticles of both oxidizers and explosives.

Chapter 2 reviews the methods that have been developed for producing energetic
nanomaterials. The characterization of energetic nanomaterials will be treated in Chapter
3. Finally, in chapter 4 the challenges and future outlook of this fascinating field will be
discussed.

2. Production methods
An overview will be given of the currently available methods to manufacture energetic
nanomaterials. The production methods will be divided into methods for manufacture of
either single-component nanoparticles, or nano-sized cocrystals or for manufacture of
nanocomposites.

2.1 Single-component energetic nanoparticles
Various production techniques have been developed to prepare single-component
nanoparticles. An overview is given in Table 1. A few of these techniques share a
common principle, i.e. solid particles are generated by first forming small solution
droplets containing the material to be crystallized and subsequent evaporation of the
solvent leading to nucleation and growth of the dissolved material. Spray drying [7],
electrospray [10] and spray flash evaporation [11] depend on this principle. A
(under)saturated solution is sprayed over a nozzle generating many small, practically
monodisperse droplets. The size of these droplets is mainly determined by the diameter of
the nozzle, the flow rate of the solution over the nozzle and the viscosity and surface
7

tension of the solution. Upon evaporation of the solvent, supersaturation is built up inside
the droplets followed by nucleation of crystalline material. The remaining solvent
continues to evaporate, leading to growth of the nucleated particles. The maximum size
the particles are able to reach, is limited by the volume of the droplet and concentration
of the energetic material. Since the droplets are practically monodisperse, also the
nanoparticles usually show a narrow size distribution. Finally, once all solvent has
evaporated, the nanoparticles can be collected on a surface. Barreto-Cabán et al. [7] used
a spray drying technique to prepare RDX and TNT nanoparticles, starting from a solution
in methanol, on a silicon substrate. In this way RDX with a mean size of 250-500 nm and
a narrow size distribution could be produced. For TNT an even smaller mean size of 125200 nm was found. In a different configuration Spitzer et al. [9] and Risse et al. [11] used
an ultrasonic, piezoelectric transducer to produce an aerosol of an RDX/acetone solution.
A flow of inert gas (e.g. nitrogen) carries the aerosol to a heating zone in which the
acetone evaporates and the RDX crystallizes. The gas flow further carries the particles to
an electrical precipitator, consisting of two electrodes to which a potential difference of
8-15 kV is applied. This charges the particles, which then deposit on the electrodes
(mostly on the cathode, ca. 90 wt%). The resulting particles consist of micron-sized
agglomerates built up from 15-100 nm sized individual particles.
Table 1: Overview of production methods developed for producing energetic
nanomaterials (single components, cocrystals) and nanocomposites.
Production method

Type of product

Energetic material(s)

Reference(s)
(examples)

Spray drying
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Single components,

RDX, TNT, LLM-105,

nanocomposites

RDX

[7, 17, 18]

Spraying in a non-solvent or cryogenic solvent

Single components

NTO, HMX, CL-20

[6, 19-22]

Single components,

RDX,

[9, 11, 23]

cocrystals

CL-20:TNT

Cocrystals, nanocomposites

2CL-20:HMX, TATB,

(liquid N2)
Spray flash evaporation

Grinding / bead milling

2CL-20:HMX,

[24, 25]

HMX
Electrospray

Single components

RDX, TNT, HMX, CL-

[10, 26]

20
Rapid expansion of a supercritical solution (CO2)

Single components

RDX, PETN, HNS

[27, 28]

Vacuum evaporation and condensation/deposition

Single components

RDX, AN, LLM-105

[29-31]

Micro-channel directional crystallization

Single components

TATB

[32]

Plasma-enhanced crystallization

Single components

RDX

[12]

Sol-gel / cryogel

Nanocomposites

CL-20/NC, AP/RDX,

[33-38, 47-50]

AP, HMX/AP,
RDX/GAP,
NC/RDX/AP
Templates (HOPG, CNT, C60)

Nanocomposites

LLM-105

[31, 39, 40]

Sprayed droplets may merge after leaving the nozzle and this broadens the size
distribution of the final product. To avoid droplet coagulation, a potential difference can
be applied between the nozzle and the surface on which the particles are collected.
During this so-called electrospray process (see Figure 1), the droplets are either positively
or negatively charged, so they repel each other, which suppresses their coagulation. Also
another effect plays an important role during electrospray: as the droplet reduces in size
due to evaporation of the solvent, the surface charge density will gradually increase,
leading to a critical charge density where new surface area must be created to reduce the
charge density. This is called Coulomb fission and was first described by Rayleigh [41].
The Rayleigh limit describes the relation between the force that holds the droplet together
9

(determined by surface tension) and an opposing electrostatic force (determined by the
surface charge density) that wants to break up the droplet as to create more surface area.

Figure 1: Process scheme of electrospray crystallization [10].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Electrospray crystallization [10] of (a) RDX and (b) HMX. The size bar
applies to both pictures.
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The Coulomb fission effect therefore further reduces the size of the droplets, and in this
way in principle also the average size of the nanoparticles. Results from an electrospray
process [10] using an RDX/acetone solution, showed the formation of high-quality,
submicron-sized RDX crystals with an average size of around 400 nm, see Figure 2(a).
The influence of different process parameters like nozzle diameter, flow rate, potential
difference, solution concentration and working distance (distance between nozzle and
grounded collecting plate) on the mean particle size and size distribution were
systematically investigated. Similarly, submicron HMX particles with an average size of
400 nm have been prepared by means of electrospray crystallization, see Figure 2(b).

Yongxu et al. [6] prepared reticularly structured HMX with an average grain size of 20100 nm by spraying an HMX solution of varying concentrations in acetone into an
organic non-solvent. Bayat et al. [20] used the same method and sprayed an HMX
solution in acetone in a non-solvent (water) to control the mean size of the HMX crystals.
They systematically varied the solution and non-solvent temperature, the addition of a
surfactant (iso-propyl alcohol), the compressed air flow rate and the solution flow rate to
study their effect on the mean size of the submicron HMX crystals. Similarly, by
spraying a solution of CL-20 in ethyl acetate in a non-solvent (iso-octane) while
efficiently stirring the non-solvent in the presence of ultrasound, Bayat and Zeynali [21]
were able to produce nano-CL-20 particles with a mean size of 95 nm. Wang et al. [22]
applied the same method to produce CL-20 particles, so including the use of ultrasound,
but instead of iso-octane, n-hexane and n-heptane were used as non-solvent. This resulted
in CL-20 particles within a size range of 300-700 nm. Instead of using an organic non-
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solvent, a cryogenic non-solvent like liquid nitrogen or liquid carbon dioxide have been
used. An example is the production of nano-NTO particles by spraying an aqueous NTO
solution into liquid nitrogen [19]. After a freeze drying treatment to remove the
(solidified) water, NTO particles in a size range of 50-100 nm were found.

The spray flash evaporation process [11] consists of a high- and low-pressure section that
are connected via a hollow cone nozzle. In the high-pressure section a solution,
containing the energetic material, is heated above its normal (atmospheric) boiling
temperature. This solution is sprayed over the nozzle into the low-pressure section. There
the solvent is flash-evaporated leading to crystallization of the dissolved energetic
material. As a result of the combined temperature drop and evaporation effect, high
supersaturation levels can be reached, which are essential for the formation of
nanoparticles. In this way RDX particles with a mean size of 500 nm have been
produced, starting with an RDX/acetone solution.

Supercritical CO2 has also been used as a solvent. By rapidly expanding this supercritical
solution over a nozzle, the supercritical solvent turns into a gas and the dissolved material
crystallizes practically instantaneously. Stepanov et al. [28] developed a higher
throughput process based on rapid expansion of a supercritical solution (RESS) to
produce sufficient quantities for various initiation sensitivity tests. RDX powders with a
mean size in the range of 200 to 500 nm were produced. Bishop et al. [27] reported on the
use of RESS to produce PETN with a very high surface area, up to 8 m2/g.
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Apart from the above mentioned techniques based on spray drying, several other methods
have appeared in literature. The first one is the production of nano-RDX and nano-AN
via vacuum evaporation and condensation/deposition onto a cold quartz substrate. AN
and RDX nanoparticles were formed with sizes around 50 nm [29, 30].

A similar concept was used by Yang et al. [31] where a small amount of LLM-105 (2,6diamino-3,5-dinitropyrazine-1-oxide) powder was put on a sample plate. The temperature
of the sample plate was raised to 220 °C at atmospheric pressure and kept constant for 20
min. A 1 cm2 piece of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate was cleaved
and placed 15 cm above the LLM-105 sample for 40 s. The LLM-105 vapor was
deposited on the surface of the HOPG substrate forming single-crystalline nanosheets of
LLM-105 with a thickness of 50 nm and a lateral dimension of more than 1 m.

Wang et al. [32] reported on a technique using micro-channel directional crystallization
of TATB 3D structures. TATB was dissolved in sulfuric acid; by diffusion of water and
sulfuric acid through a micro-channel interface, 3D-nanostructures of TATB were
formed. By varying the growth time (1, 3, 4 and 6 hrs) and the channel diameters (3, 5,
10 and 200 nm), different sizes, structures and agglomerates could be made built up from
smaller individual particles (mostly nanorods of a few tens up to 200 nm in length).

Finally, an atmospheric pressure cold surface dielectric barrier discharge (SDBD) plasma
was used for the production of nano-sized RDX [12]. This method used a nebulizer to
generate RDX/acetone solution droplets that were carried by high pressure argon gas to a
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plasma reactor, see Figure 3. The plasma reactor consisted of two electrodes separated by
a dielectric (Al2O3 ceramic plate, 1 mm thickness). One of the electrodes consisted of 20
interconnected 1 mm wide, 50 m thick strips of platinum deposited on the ceramic plate.
The gap between the electrode strips was 3 mm. By applying a DC bias voltage
superposed on an alternating pulsed voltage between the counter and discharge
electrodes, a plasma was formed in the gaps between the electrode strips. The cold
plasma had two functions: it heated the droplets and therefore enhanced the evaporation
rate of the acetone. Secondly, the plasma electrically charged the RDX/acetone droplets,
again promoting Coulomb fission, as described above. In this way RDX particles in a size
range of 200-900 nm could be produced, see Figure 4.

Ar
Ar

HEAT

Aerosol
flow
HEAT

Ar

Ar

Ar+
Ar+ - - Ar+
Ar+

Ar

Evaporation

-

- - -

-

- - -

-

- -- - - -

-

Coulomb
fission

Figure 3: Process scheme of plasma aided crystallization [12].
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-

-

Figure 4: 200-900 nm RDX manufactured by means of plasma aided crystallization
[12].

2.2 Nanometric energetic cocrystals
Cocrystals have been defined as solids that are crystalline, single phase materials
composed of two or more different molecular and/or ionic compounds, generally in a
stoichiometric ratio, which are neither solvates nor simple salts [42]. The development of
cocrystals e.g. in the area of pharmaceutics appears to be a promising approach for
energetic materials as well [43, 44], as they can offer a higher thermodynamic stability
and tunable sensitivity and detonation properties. Because of the emerging interest in
cocrystal development, this type of new materials is treated here as a separate class of
materials.

Up to now, the scientific literature on nano-sized energetic cocrystals is still very limited.
Ball or bead milling is a conventional technique with which cocrystals can be prepared.
Due to the sensitive nature of energetic materials (specifically for friction and impact),
ball milling is generally not a preferred technique. Nevertheless, Qiu et al. [24] succeeded
in preparing a 2:1 (molar ratio) CL-20:HMX cocrystal by bead milling an aqueous
15

suspension of ε-CL-20 and β-HMX in a 2:1 stoichiometric ratio. After 60 min of milling,
a mean size smaller than 200 nm was reached. The conversion from separate -CL-20
and -HMX to the CL-20:HMX cocrystal seems to take place by a solvent-mediated
phase transformation mechanism.

Using a resonant acoustic mixer (RAM) energetic cocrystals consisting of CL-20 and
HMX in a 2:1 molar ratio [45] and CL-20 and 1-methyl-3,5-dinitro-1,2,4-triazole
(MDNT) in a 1:1 molar ratio [46] have been prepared successfully. Unfortunately the
mean size of these cocrystals was not reported in these papers. In a paper by Doblas et al.
[23], results have been shown on nano-sized cocrystals of CL-20 with HMX and TNT
using spray flash evaporation (described in section 2.1). They produced CL-20/TNT
(equimolar) and CL-20/HMX (2:1) cocrystals with mean sizes of 100 and 58 nm,
respectively.

2.3 Nanocomposite energetic materials
Nanocomposite (or nanostructured composite) energetic materials form another class of
energetic nanomaterials. With a nanocomposite energetic materials we mean a composite
consisting of nano-sized particles or nanolayers of fuel and oxidizer [4].

Several manufacturing techniques have been developed to make nanocomposite energetic
materials. A relatively simple method is high-energy ball milling. In this way Zeng et al.
[25] prepared nanocomposites of TATB and the fluorine resin F2311 and of TATB and
HMX. Another, much more frequently applied method is the sol-gel technique. The solgel chemistry involves reactions of two or more chemicals in solution to produce nano16

sized primary particles (“sols”), which can be linked to form a three-dimensional solid
network (“gel”) containing pores filled with the remaining solution. After controlled
evaporation of the remaining liquid phase, a dense, highly uniform porous solid is
formed. This homogeneity ensures uniform material properties of the final
nanocomposite structure [47]. The nano-sized primary particles may be formed after
formation of the gel e.g. by inducing crystallization of the dissolved material by
exchanging the liquid present in the pores for a solvent in which the material is insoluble.
The sol-gel method can be combined with a cryogenic processing step where the sol-gel
is quickly cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperatures after which the nanocomposite is
formed due to freeze drying of the used solvent (also referred to as the cryogel method).
This latter method has afforded higher solid loadings of the nanoparticles into the
polymer matrix than might be the case with other sol-gel processing methods [33, 34].
Using the sol-gel method, the following nanocomposite energetic materials have been
reported in literature: AP in a resorcinol-formaldehyde (RF) matrix [47], CL-20/NC [33,
34], AP/RF [35], AP/RDX/SiO2 [36], AP/SiO2 [48], RDX/AP in a matrix of
phloroglucinol (P) and nitrophloroglucinol (NP) as precursors and formaldehyde as
reagent [37], RDX/GAP [49] and NC/RDX/AP [50]. Instead of using liquid nitrogen in
the cryogel method, Nie et al. [38] used supercritical CO2 to prepare a nanocomposite of
HMX/AP in an RF matrix.

Spray drying was already discussed as a technique for generating nano-sized energetic
materials, but the same technique has also been applied to produce e.g. RDX-based
nanocomposite microparticles with PVAc or VMCC binders [17]. A solution of 5 wt%
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RDX and 1 wt% binder in acetone at room temperature was spray-dried to produce the
desired microparticles with nano-sized features. Similarly An et al. [18] obtained an
LLM-105/estane 5703 nanocomposite by first dissolving the separate compounds in
dimethylformamide and then spray drying the solution at elevated temperatures, leading
to evaporation of the solvent. In this way spherical particles (granules) of 1-10 m in
diameter were formed consisting of a binder shell and LLM-105 nucleus. The average
shell thickness was found to be about 20 nm. The core of each granule consisted of two
or three practically spherical LLM-105 nanocrystals of about 50-100 nm in size.

Another class of nanocomposite energetic materials is prepared by using templates or
substrates on which energetic materials are deposited or chemically bonded. Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) have been proposed by Ramaswamy et al. [39] to encapsulate
energetic materials. CNTs are long, thin cylinders of carbon, first discovered by Iijima
[51]. Typical dimensions of CNTs are a few nanometers in diameter and several microns
in length. As a result of the very high electrical conductivity along the length of the CNT
and their high thermal conductivity, CNTs have been identified as a candidate ingredient
in energetic formulations [52]. In order to further improve the performance of CNTs as
well as their dispersion in a polymer matrix, functionalized CNTs have been prepared by
attaching functional groups like polyethyleneimine (PEI) and poly(methylmethacrylate)
(PMMA) to the CNTs [53]. The hollow structure of CNTs or those of fullerene cages
might be used to incorporate nano-energetic particles. For instance, Sharma et al. [54]
looked into the computational possibilities for encapsulating polynitrogen clusters in C60
cage structures. Tse [40] showed the feasibility of encapsulating aluminum-containing
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nanoparticles within CNTs during simultaneous growth using a robust flame synthesis
process. Calculations predicted that energetic molecules like FOX-7 (1,1-diamino-2,2dinitroethylene), RDX (hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-striazine), HMX (octahydro-1,3,5,7tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine), DHT (3,6-di(hydrazino)-1,2,4,5-tetrazine), DiAT (3,6diazido-1,2,4,5-tetrazine), DAAT (3,3′-azo-bis(6-amino-1,2,4,5-tetrazine)), and five
different N-oxides of DAAT can be stabilized inside a CNT, if a CNT of appropriate size
is used [55]. FOX-7, RDX, and HMX were confined between graphene layers, again
resulting in stabilization of these molecules.

3. Characterization
In the majority of the work presented in the previous section, the produced energetic
nanomaterials have been characterized using a range of different analytical techniques.
For the characterization of energetic nanomaterials in principle the same analytical
techniques can be applied that are used for the characterization of conventionally sized
materials. In this section some examples will be given of these characterization
techniques, including a selection of literature references, as to illustrate the application of
these techniques. The first part of this section will discuss the characterization of the
nano-EMs themselves; the second part focuses on the characterization of formulations
containing nano-EMs.
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3.1 Characterization of energetic nanoparticles
3.1.1 Size, shape and surface area
Properties like mean size and shape of individual nanoparticles can be most easily
visualized by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In addition to SEM,
scanning He-ion microscopy (SHIM) is gradually emerging as an alternative imaging
technique which delivers images with subnanometer (0.75 nm) resolution combined with
a tremendous depth-of-field, although its application as a characterization tool for
energetic nanomaterials is still rather limited [56]. Using SEM in combination with image
processing tools, allows assessment of the nanoparticle size distribution. An alternative is
to use laser light scattering [9]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been
applied in a limited number of cases; one should be aware that the high energy of the
electron beam might easily lead to premature decomposition of the sample. Information
on surface topography as well as size can be obtained using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), as was applied e.g. by Frolov et al. [29] and Yang et al. [19].

The specific surface area of nanoparticles can be determined by a so-called BET-analysis,
based on the adsorption of gas molecules (usually nitrogen) on a solid surface. This
analytical method was used e.g. by Bishop et al. [27] to measure the specific surface area
of PETN obtained by recrystallization from supercritical CO2.

3.1.2 Crystal structure, identification and phase transitions
Crystallographic information and identification of the existence of different polymorphs
or cocrystals can be obtained using X-ray diffraction (XRD) [7, 19]. Identification can be
20

achieved by means of spectroscopic techniques like FT-IR [22, 57] and Raman [7]. Using
DSC and TG/DTA the endo- and exothermal properties like polymorphic phase
transitions, melting and decomposition can be determined [57]. The same techniques can
be applied to evaluate the compatibility between nanoparticles and other substances. In
case of coated or encapsulated particles, surface analytical techniques like X-ray photon
spectroscopy (XPS) are a valuable tool to investigate the composition of the coating layer
[31]. SEM can be applied in combination with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) to qualitatively determine the elemental composition of a sample surface.

3.1.3 Internal defect structure and hazardous properties
The visualization of the internal defect structure which for conventionally sized energetic
materials is traditionally done by means of optical microscopy [5] or confocal scanning
laser microscopy [58] (CSLM) is practically impossible for energetic nanomaterials,
since the submicron or nanometric particles are generally smaller than the resolution limit
of these optical techniques (ca. 0.25 m). Furthermore, the assessment of the
sensitiveness of energetic nanomaterials, especially towards frictional stimuli, can yield
erroneous results, as was outlined by Radacsi et al. [59].

Table 2: Impact and friction sensitivity of a selection of single-component and
nanocomposite energetic materials.
Impact sensitivity a

Friction sensitivity b

Reference

400 m

7.5 Nm

120 N

[10]

200-600 nm

10 Nm

> 360 N c

Material
RDX
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Class 5 (< 450 m)

H50: 23 cm

-

4 m

H50: 32 cm

-

500 nm

H50: 73 cm

-

200 nm

H50: 57 cm

-

350 m

5 Nm

144 N

200-900 nm

5 Nm

> 360 N c

50 nm d

H50: 24.4 and 26.4 cm

-

Conventional size (not specified) d

H50: 21.5 cm

-

Conventional -HMX (Class 6, 150 m)

5 Nm

252 N

-HMX ca. 1 m (donut shape)

30 Nm

> 360 N

-HMX 400 nm (spherical shape)

10 Nm

> 360 N

15 m e

H50: 25 cm

6.4 kg

4 m e

H50: 32 cm

8 kg

1 m e

H50: 40 cm

No reaction c

95 nm e

H50: 55 cm

No reaction c

30-100 m e

H50: 12.8 cm

-

300-700 nm e

H50: 37.9 cm

-

Micron-sized (not specified) f

2.0 Nm

79 N (crackling)

50-500 nm f

< 1.56 Nm

Only discoloration reaction in

[28]

[12]

HMX
[6]

[10]

CL-20
[21]

[22]

[60]

the range of 28-192 N
-NTO
Micron-sized (not specified)

H50: 26.2 cm

-

Needles: width 70-90 nm, length 200-300 nm

H50: 35.5 cm

-

Micro-RDX/TNT 30/70 g

12.26 Nm

96 N

Micro-RDX/TNT 50/50 g

9.81 Nm

96 N

Micro-RDX/TNT 70/30 g

5.89 Nm

72 N

Micro-RDX/TNO 100/0 g

2.45 Nm

160 N

Nano-RDX/TNT 30/70 h

7.35 Nm

144 N

Nano-RDX/TNT 50/50 h

4.9 Nm

120 N

[19]

RDX/TNT
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[60]

Nano-RDX/TNT 70/30 h

2.94 Nm

144 N

Nano-RDX/TNT 100/0 h

3.92 Nm

168 N

RDX (100%)

H50: 12.8 cm

-

RDX i/GAP physical blend 40/60 wt%

H50: 15.59 cm

-

RDX (ca. 14 nm)/GAP nanocomposite 40/60

H50: 30.2 cm

-

H50: 17 cm

-

H50: 133 cm

-

AP (size not specified)

H50: 38.2 cm

-

RDX (size not specified)

H50: 23.3 cm

-

AP/RDX/SiO2, with 4 wt% SiO2 (ratio

H50: 36.5 cm

-

LLM-105 (3-5 m)

H50: 70.5 cm

-

LLM-105 (50-100 nm)/estane nanocomposite

H50: 112.6 cm

-

RDX/GAP
[49]

wt%
PETN/SiO2
PETN (size not specified)/SiO2, physical blend

[47]

(ratio not specified)
PETN (size not specified)/SiO2 90/10 wt%
AP/RDX/SiO2
[36]

AP/RDX not specified; mean size of the AP
and RDX particles ca. 60-100 nm)
LLM-105

a

[18]

Impact sensitivity values can only be compared within the same data set; comparison of values between different data
sets is not possible due to differences in test set-up and/or test method. Values are given in either Nm or in cm; the latter
value corresponds to the H50 value, i.e. the drop height for which the initiation probability is 50%.

b

Friction sensitivity values can only be compared within the same data set; comparison of values between different data
sets is not possible due to differences in test set-up and/or test method. Values are given in N or in kg.

c

Difficulties with measuring friction sensitivity of submicron particles, see Radacsi et al. [59] on the reliability of
sensitivity test methods for submicron-sized RDX and HMX particles, more details in the text.

d

The nano-HMX consisted of a mixture of - and -HMX, whereas the conventionally sized HMX was pure -HMX.

e

-CL-20.

f

-CL-20.

g

Physical mixture of ~5 m RDX and ~5-10 m TNT needles and ~3 m TNT spheres.

h

Spray-dried solution containing RDX and TNT in specified mass ratios; mean size RDX < 350 nm; mean size TNT
needles 10-50 m.
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i

Size not specified.

In Table 2 sensitivity data have been compiled of a range of nano- and micron-sized
energetic materials. It is important to notice that impact and friction sensitivity values can
only be compared within the same data set. Comparison of values between different data
sets is not possible due to differences in test set-up and/or test method. Details on the
used test methods can be found in the literature references mentioned in Table 2. Overall
it can be stated that energetic nanomaterials are less sensitive towards impact and friction
stimuli when compared to micron-sized particles, although some exceptions have been
reported. For instance nano--CL-20 and nano-RDX/TNT samples from Risse et al. [60]
were found to be more impact sensitive than their micron-sized counterparts. For the
RDX/TNT samples this was attributed to the needle-like shape of the TNT crystals (1050 m needle length), which presence appeared to be more pronounced in the nanosamples. These needles might be more sensitive to impact than common TNT. Stepanov
et al. [28] found indications of an optimum value for the impact sensitivity of RDX,
where a 500 nm RDX product was found to be less impact sensitive than 200 nm RDX.
Such an optimum was also reflected in the shock initiation tests of these samples (see
Table 3).

With regard to the sensitivity testing of submicron or nano-sized energetic materials,
there are some doubts about the reliability of particularly the friction sensitivity test [59].
The submicron or nano-sized crystals become distributed among the grooves of the
porcelain plate that is used for the friction test (according to UN Test Series 3(b)(i) [61]),
see Figure 5. This effect could explain the very high friction values found for e.g.
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submicron or nano-sized RDX, HMX and CL-20, i.e. > 360 N, which is the maximum
frictional force that can be exerted on the sample (see Table 2). Such extreme
insensitiveness can thus be misleading, because apparently the measurement set-up is not
suited for such small particles.

Figure 5: Schematic cross-section of a porcelain plate with 500 nm crystals
distributed among the grooves [59].

3.1.4 Thermal analysis
Apart from the influence of particle size on sensitivity, size may affect the melting and/or
decomposition temperatures. For instance Pivkina et al. [57] reported a lowering of the
melting temperature of 50 nm RDX compared to micron-sized RDX using TG/DTA
techniques: 190 °C vs. 200 °C, respectively. Similarly, also the decomposition
temperature was found to be considerably lower in case of the nanometric RDX (220 °C)
compared to conventionally sized RDX (235 °C). For nanometric AN (ca. 50 nm) all
polymorphic phase transitions as well as the melting temperature were found to be shifted
to lower temperatures when compared to the endothermal peaks found in 200 m AN
[57]. This lowering of the endo- and exothermal temperatures is attributed to the increase
in the ratio of surface to bulk molecules, as a result of the very high specific surface area
of nanoparticles. The number of neighboring molecules of a bulk molecule is larger than
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that of a surface molecule, and this means that a surface molecule will be less bound to
the structure than a bulk molecule. This leads to a lower onset of the
melting/decomposition temperature.

3.2 Characterization of formulations containing energetic
nanoparticles
The majority of the current literature focuses on the characterization of the chemical and
physical properties of either the individual submicron-/nanoparticles or the
nanocomposites (see previous section) and so far much less on the assessment of the
properties on the level of a typical propellant or explosive composition in which energetic
nanomaterials have been applied. A positive exception is the application of nanometric
fuels (e.g. nano-aluminium) in propellant, explosive and pyrotechnic formulations;
however, these type of nanomaterials have been excluded from the scope of this review.
In case of the application of energetic nanomaterials as discussed in this review, the
ballistic (e.g. energy release rate, burning rate, reaction rate, performance), sensitivity,
mechanical and thermal stability/ageing characteristics appear to be the most important
properties of interest. The assessment of these properties can be done by standard
characterization techniques like strand burner, friction -/impact -/ESD-sensitivity/shock
initiation, DMA/tensile and DSC/TG/DTA tests, respectively. Literature on the
determination of these properties on the level of typical propellant or explosive
compositions is rather limited, but there are a few exceptions which will be mentioned
here.
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3.2.1 Burning rate
In general the most prominent differences in characteristics between conventionally sized
and nanometric particles are their ballistic, sensitivity and thermal properties. Similar to
burning rates of pyrotechnic formulations containing nanomaterials, it can be expected
that the burning rate of energetic nanomaterials is much higher than that of their
conventional counterparts. Unfortunately, only limited data have been found in the
literature that confirm this. When measuring the linear burning rate of pressed pellets of
RDX powder (both with 10% porosity), Pivkina et al. [30] showed that at 10 MPa, the
burning rate of 50 nm RDX was twice as high compared to that of 200 micron RDX: 30
versus 15.1 mm/s, respectively.

3.2.2 Shock initiation
Stepanov et al. [28] and Qiu et al. [17] investigated the shock initiation pressure of
pressed explosive compositions in which conventionally sized RDX was replaced with
nano-RDX, see Table 3. Both studies used the small-scale gap test (SSGT) requiring
samples pressed into brass cylinders with the following dimensions: an internal diameter
of 5.08 mm, an outer diameter of 25.4 mm and a height of 38.1 mm. In the work of Qiu et
al. [17], shock initiation pressures of pressed samples consisting of spray-dried
RDX/PVAc and RDX/VMCC (both 83/17 wt%) were found to be 4.0 and 3.3 GPa,
respectively, whereas the reference sample RDX/VMCC (83/17 wt%) consisting of 4 m
RDX had a shock initiation pressure of only 2.5 GPa. Although the RDX in the VMCCbased compositions contained a substantially higher amount of HMX (9 wt%) compared
to the RDX in the PVAc composition (4 wt%), which might contribute to the higher
value of the shock initiation pressure, the unique nanostructure of the spray dried
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microparticles, including the small RDX crystal size and uniform mixing of RDX crystals
with binder were regarded to be the main factors enabling this extremely low shock
initiation pressure [17].
Table 3: Shock initiation data for RDX-containing pressed samples.
Composition

Mean size RDX

TMD [%]

Density [g/cm3]

Shock

initiation

Reference

pressure [GPa]
4 m

93.7

1.64

2.5

100-200 nm

91.9

1.58

4.0

100-200 nm

92.5

1.62

3.3

RDX c

Class 1 (ca. 150 m)

89.0

1.6

1.1

RDX c

4 m

81.5

1.49

2.0

RDX d

500 nm

78.6

1.43

2.6

RDX d

200 nm

78.0

1.42

2.1

RDX c/wax, 88/12 wt%

Class 1 (ca. 150 m)

94.9

1.69

2.0

RDX c/wax, 88/12 wt%

4 m

87.4

1.57

2.1

RDX d/wax, 88/12 wt%

500 nm

88.6

1.58

3.2

RDX d/wax, 88/12 wt%

200 nm

88.0

1.57

2.5

RDX e,d/wax, 88/12 wt%

4 m + 200 nm (ratio

91.0

1.62

2.2

RDX a/VMCC (slurry coated),

[17]

83/17 wt%
RDX

b

/PVAc (spray dried),

83/17 wt%
RDX a/VMCC (spray dried),
83/17 wt%

not specified)
a

HMX content of 9 wt%.

b

HMX content of 4 wt%.

c

Commercial RDX: HMX content of ~10 wt%.

d

Recrystallized RDX: HMX content of ~2 wt%.
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[28]

Similar results by Stepanov et al. [28] showed that the shock initiation pressure of
pressed RDX/wax (88/12 wt%) samples were also higher for samples containing the
nano-sized RDX compared to samples containing conventionally sized RDX or a mixture
of nano- and micron-sized RDX. An interesting and unexpected result in the study of
Stepanov et al. [28], was the reversal of the sensitivity trend with the RDX crystal size
when going from 500 nm to 200 nm. This finding suggests that re-sensitization occurs
below a certain crystal size. It may also be indicative of a transition to a different
initiation mechanism below a certain crystal size.

The results of the characterization of energetic nanomaterials and nanocomposites show
that the foreseen applications of energetic nanomaterials focus primarily on polymer
bonded explosives (PBX), solid composite rocket propellants and gun propellants aiming
for reduced sensitivity (specifically for explosives), higher solid loads and hence higher
performances, and higher energy release rates.

Nanomaterials are also applied in pyrotechnic formulations, however, these are mainly
limited to nanopowders of metals and metal oxides (so-called nanothermites). These
nanomaterials were excluded from the scope of this review. More information on these
classes of compositions is available in literature [4].

4. Development challenges
One question that follows from this literature review is why there is hardly any scale-up
of the most promising single-component and/or nanocomposite energetic materials?
Academic research is still mainly focused on trying to explore the numerous possibilities
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in this domain, trying to understand the influence of the processing conditions on the
product properties and to be able to optimize and control the production process.

The current developments of CHNO-based energetic nanomaterials appear to be limited
to small scale production techniques to either make nanoparticles directly or by making
nanoparticles which are embedded in a polymer matrix (so-called sol-gel). Although
benefits in the area of less sensitivity (increased safety) and higher solid loads (increased
performance) have been demonstrated, economically viable, scaled up production
processes have only rarely been addressed so far. This is probably one of the reasons that
intermediate scale application of energetic nanomaterials in typical propellant and
explosive formulations is currently very limited. A further reason prohibiting progress
could be that a commonly shared view on the economic benefits of energetic
nanomaterials and production processes is lacking.

A considerable number of technical challenges can be expected when trying to apply
energetic nanomaterials in a formulation. For instance, when replacing conventionally
sized energetic materials with their submicron/nanometric counterparts in a polymer
matrix, the wetting of the particles by the polymer is expected to be rather limited which
may negatively affect the solid load. Coagulation effects of nanomaterials might be
detrimental to the high reaction rates and reduced sensitivities typically found for
nanomaterials. The conventional processing techniques for the mixing and casting of
polymer bonded compositions using a planetary mixer might not be suitable anymore
when processing energetic nanomaterials in a formulation. Resonant acoustic mixing
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might be an emerging alternative technique, being a much more intensive method for the
processing of solid/solid and solid/liquid mixtures, where microscale mixing occurs and
mixing times can be reduced significantly [62]. Resonant acoustic mixing (RAM) might
therefore gradually replace conventional mixing/casting techniques in the future.

The use of nanomaterials may involve health and environmental issues as a result of
physical properties like particle size, shape and specific surface area, even though the
chemical nature of the compound itself may be non-toxic. This is related to potential
adverse effects of nanoparticles on the lungs, including oxidase stress, inflammation,
fibrosis and genotoxicity [63], especially for materials which are insoluble in water.
Another potential disadvantage of energetic nanomaterials is the lower thermal stability
due to the observed shift to lower melting and decomposition temperatures compared to
micron-sized materials [64]. This may lead to an enhanced susceptibility to ageing due to
thermal loads or thermal cycling. If the activation energy and/or the frequency factor of
the decomposition reaction (assuming an Arrhenius dependence) of an energetic
nanomaterial changes, this may affect the shelf life of compositions containing energetic
nanomaterials.

It could be helpful to first try to answer the following question: what is the benefit of
applying nanoenergetics? In order to answer this question the following aspects should
considered: the benefits, risks and costs involved with the (partial) replacement of
conventionally sized energetic materials by energetic nanomaterials (down-selection of
application domains), the required production volumes – depending on the application
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area – and the benefits/risks/costs involved in selecting and scaling up the production
technique that would be best suited for manufacturing a specific energetic nanomaterial.
The envisioning of new application areas of nanoenergetics outside the defense domain,
e.g. medicine, optics, electronics, etc. could open up possibilities for sharing development
costs as well as new product development and innovation by multidisciplinary “crossovers”. This approach could therefore provide a means to select areas for which it would
be economically beneficial to invest in. However, such a business case can only be
prepared if it is supported by relevant (experimental) data. Since the mostly academic
literature in this area is still mainly focused on the exploration of small scale production
techniques to prepare energetic nanomaterials, a thorough evaluation of the benefits, risks
and costs involved with the (partial) replacement of conventionally sized energetic
materials by nanomaterials is lacking. This is considered as the main obstacle that
stagnates the industrial implementation and large scale application of energetic
nanomaterials.

Based on the current status of the research and development on energetic nanomaterials
as outlined in this review, the following technical challenges and a potential strategy to
manage these challenges can be identified:



Scale-up: currently developed small scale techniques for producing energetic
nanomaterials like (electro)spray using nozzles are difficult to scale up; of course more
nozzles can be used, but this is scaling out rather than scaling up; an exception might be
the spray flash evaporation process developed by Risse et al. [11], which can be operated
continuously. In addition to spray flash evaporation also bead milling and resonant
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acoustic mixing have been identified as a promising means for large-scale production of
nano-sized energetic cocrystals.



Thermal stability: as particle size decreases, also the melting point and decomposition
temperature have been found to decrease; this is an intrinsic property which might
negatively affect the susceptibility to ageing of compositions in which energetic
nanomaterials have been applied.



Processing of nanoparticles: the processing of energetic nanomaterials in polymeric
binders might lead to highly viscous compositions due to problems with the wetting of
the nanoparticles. This might require a different, more intensive mixing technique than
the currently used planetary mixers; resonant acoustic mixing could be a promising
alternative. Production of composites like those produced with sol-gel techniques rather
than individual energetic nanomaterials, might be a feasible way-forward to circumvent
these processing problems. Furthermore, functionalization of nanoparticles by applying a
coating to improve their dispersion and wettability in a polymeric binder, to prevent
coagulation or to modify their reactivity or ignitability could also enhance a more
widespread application of energetic nanomaterials. A technique such as atomic layer
deposition (ALD) combined with a fluidized bed reactor – which is well-suited for large
scale operations – as a means to coat (nano)particles, has matured significantly over the
past decade [65, 66].



Characterization techniques: the majority of the characterization techniques that are
applied to conventional energetic materials, can also be used in case of energetic
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nanomaterials, except techniques to assess the internal defect content. At present, this
latter characteristic of an energetic nanomaterial can only be assessed indirectly, e.g. by
determining its sensitivity towards impact, friction and shock.



Storage and transport: for transport purposes, explosives are generally wetted with at
least 15 wt% water to reduce friction and impact sensitivity. Drying of these wetted
particles might lead to coagulation effects of the nanoparticles, which could be
detrimental to the specific properties that result from their nanometric size. The
production of composites like those produced with sol-gel techniques rather than
individual energetic nanomaterials, might solve these storage, transport and coagulation
problems.



Toxicity: even though the chemical nature of the compound itself may be non-toxic, the
use of nanomaterials may involve health and environmental issues as a result of physical
properties like particle size, shape and specific surface area.

The proposed technical solutions to manage the challenges identified above, may
contribute to a better understanding of the benefits, risks and costs involved in the use
and scale-up of energetic nanomaterials and, if considered economically feasible, a more
widespread application of these nanomaterials in the defense and space domains.
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